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The force of adhesion was measured for single walled carbon nanotubes grown over lithographically
defined silicon dioxide trenches. We varied contact lengths between the nanotubes and silicon
dioxide from 230 to 850 nm. Suspended nanotubes were pushed vertically into the trenches with an
atomic force microscope tip, causing them to slip along the surface. Previous work done at shorter
contact lengths found that tension was constant with contact length �J. D. Whittaker et al., Nano
Lett. 6, 953 �2006��. This study finds that when the nanotube contact length approaches 1 �m, the
tension at which nanotubes slip begins to increase with contact length. This indicates that contact
length independent adhesion is a uniquely nanoscale behavior. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2821228�

Adhesion plays a significant role in many nanotube
based composites and in single nanotube based nanome-
chanical devices.1,2 However, there are few controlled direct
measurements of nanotube adhesion. In particular, the con-
tact length dependence of the adhesion has been studied only
over a small range. Previously, Akita et al. estimated the
force of adhesion of carbon nanotubes �CNTs� by pulling a
CNT off the 120 nm side of a digital versatile disk pit.3

Whittaker et al. measured the force of adhesion by applying
a vertical force on a suspended section of CNT with an
atomic force microscope �AFM� probe, causing the tube to
slip along its axis, as illustrated in Fig. 1. They found that the
tension at which the CNTs slipped was constant over the
range of contact lengths from 140 to 246 nm.4 We expanded
on this work by measuring the force of adhesion between
CNTs and SiO2 for a greater range of contact lengths. We
extended this range upward to 850 nm and found the adhe-
sion force to increase with length from 230 to 850 nm.

To precisely measure the nanotube contact length, nano-
tubes were grown across and measured on trench structures,
as described previously.4 Briefly, trenches were fabricated on
silicon wafers using standard electron-beam lithography and
dry etching techniques. The trenches were 100–250 nm wide
and 80–125 nm deep. Nanotubes were grown across the
trenches using chemical vapor deposition. The nanotubes
were 0.7–2.7 nm in diameter, as measured by AFM.

Atomic force microscopy was used to image and per-
form force-distance measurements on the suspended tubes
�Fig. 1�. The AFM measurements were performed in air with
a Veeco Nanoscope Dimension 3100 AFM. The scan size
was limited so that one suspended CNT was positioned at the
center of the XY scan area. After scanning over the CNT for
5–10 min to ensure that drift was minimized, several force-
distance curves were taken, each applying an increasing
amount of force on the CNT until slipping occurred. Deter-
mination of the slipping location was made using AFM im-
aging to identify movement of the nanotube slack from one

suspended region to another as a result of a push �see Fig. 2�.
The contact length where the slipping occurred was deter-
mined by measuring the length of nanotube contact with
SiO2 between the trench that originally had slack and the
trench that had slack after pushing. The segments of nano-
tubes that were pushed were chosen such that only one
neighboring trench had slack. Although some small slipping
could have occurred in the other direction, we only included
the large slipping events that resulted in movement of the
slack in our data.

The force F applied with the AFM probe and the tension
T of the nanotube were calculated as follows:

F = ktipzdefl �1�

and

T =
F

2 sin �
, �2�

where ktip is the spring constant of the cantilever and zdefl is
the distance the tip is deflected at the slip event. The spring
constant for each cantilever was determined using the geom-
etry and frequency of the cantilever as well as its density and
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The AFM probe applies a force at the center of the
suspended portion of the CNT. When the force is great enough, the CNT
will slip along the SiO2 surface. ztip=zpiezo−zdeflection due to the bending of
the cantilever.
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elastic modulus.5,6 For the calculation of ktip for Veeco NP
cantilevers that are 115 �m long and 17 �m wide, we used
E=280 GPa and �silicon nitride=3100 kg /m3 and found the
spring constant to be 0.12 N /m. For MikroMasch CSC11 A
cantilevers, we used E=131 GPa and �silicon=2330 kg /m3

and found the spring constant to be 0.19 N /m. These are the
same densities and elastic moduli used in Ref. 4.7

This method of measuring the force of adhesion assumes
that all the force applied to the CNT is used to make the
CNT slip and that no force is required to make the CNT
bend. This approximation is based on the following observa-
tion: van der Waals forces between the AFM tip and a CNT
with slack are sufficient to cause the CNT to jump up and
contact the tip while the AFM is imaging. This is seen in
AFM images where a suspended segment of the CNT ap-
pears to be higher than the top of the trenches �see Fig. 2�.
The force applied by the tip while imaging is much smaller
than the force required for slipping, which indicates that the
bending force is insignificant compared to the force of CNT
adhesion.

Analysis of the amplitude and deflection curves obtained
in force-distance mode can be used to distinguish between
three types of pushing events:4 �I� the CNT slipped along the
surface, �II� the AFM tip stayed on the CNT but did not push
hard enough for the CNT to slip along the SiO2 surface, and
�III� the AFM tip slipped along the surface of the CNT. We
will not consider data of type III.

When the AFM tip stayed on the CNT but the CNT did
not slip �type II�, the extension and retraction traces are
aligned in the amplitude versus distance and force versus
distance graphs. The amplitude traces have peaks in them
due to the slack in the CNT �see Fig. 3�a��. As the tip is
extended, the CNT jumps up into contact with the tip, caus-
ing the amplitude to suddenly drop off. As the extension of
the tip continues, the slack in the CNT allows the tip to

FIG. 2. �Color online� Slack was transferred from one suspended CNT
segment to another. �a� The CNT before the push. Slack is over the center-
left trench. �b� The CNT after the center-right CNT segment was pushed.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Amplitude and force graphs when the CNT does not slip. The extension and retraction traces follow each other closely. �b�
Amplitude and force graphs of a CNT slip. The taller peak in the retraction trace is caused by the slack added to the CNT. The slip event is seen at −35 nm
on the ztip axis on the extension trace of the force graph. Insets separate the graphs into sections depending on tip-tube interaction, and each section is
represented graphically in �c�.
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momentarily oscillate before the amplitude drops off again as
more force is applied to the CNT, making the CNT taut. The
location of the peak center along the Ztip axis corresponds to
the z-axis position of the top of the trenches; when the tip is
at this position, there is maximum slack in the tube.

Force-distance curves for a slip event �type I� also have
peaks in both traces of the amplitude curves but in this case,
the peak in the retraction trace is higher than that in the
extension trace because there is more slack in the CNT dur-
ing the retraction. The slip event is seen in the force curve.
As the AFM starts to put force on the CNT, the force signal
rises. When the CNT slips, a sudden decrease or leveling off
occurs in the force signal because of the extra slack suddenly
added to the suspended section of the CNT �see Fig. 3�b��.
The slip in Fig. 3�b� occurred at −35 nm along the ztip axis.
The extra slack added to a CNT could often be seen in the
AFM imaging by comparing pictures taken before and after a
push �see Fig. 2�.

The resulting tensions ranged from 2.4 to 19.1 nN. A
graph of the tension versus contact length �see Fig. 4� indi-
cates that the tension required for the CNT to slip depends on
the contact length of the CNT.

Despite the scatter in the data, the statistical significance
of the correlation here is quite strong. Using each contact
length value xi and corresponding tension value yi, the cor-
relation coefficient r was calculated as follows:

r =
��xi − x̄��yi − ȳ�

���xi − x̄�2��yi − ȳ�2�1/2 , �3�

where x̄ is the average contact length and ȳ is the average
tension.8 The eight data points found in this experiment show
that contact length and tension have a correlation coefficient
of 0.81. The probability of having a correlation coefficient
greater than or equal to 0.8 from eight random data points is
1.7%.

The force of adhesion in macroscopic systems generally
follows:

F = �L + cA , �4�

where � is the frictional coefficient, L is the load, c is a
constant coefficient, and A is the contact area.9 The increase
in adhesion we observe as the contact length increases to-
ward 1 �m can be explained by this macroscopic model.
However, at lengths shorter than 0.5 �m we do not see a
significant length dependence in contrast with this macro-
scopic model but in agreement with the previous work. Whit-
taker et al. observed that the tension at which CNT slip is
constant over a range of contact length from 140 to 246 nm.
Our experiment shows that tension increases with contact
length when contact length is varied from 230 to 850 nm.
This change from nanoscale to microscale behavior indicates
a transition of the adhesion mechanism. Niederberger et al.
also observed adhesion behavior changes when comparing
microscale and nanoscale contact areas.10 However, in their
experiments, contact areas could only be very roughly esti-
mated precluding a quantitative determination of frictional
force versus area.

In summary, our measurements show that nanotube ad-
hesion increases by a factor of 4 as the contact length in-
creases from 230 to 850 nm. This is in contrast with mea-
surements on the 100–200 nm range where the adhesion
force is independent of contact length. This change from
weak to strong dependence on contact length indicates a
change in the adhesion mechanism as the contact length
changes from the nanoscale to the microscale.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Tension plotted against the CNT’s contact length with
the SiO2. The data are also listed in a table, showing that three measure-
ments were made at the 850 nm contact length.
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